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oming out of high school in Memphis,
Wayne Taylor had several options for
college, but something clicked when he
spent a week at UT’s Business Education
for Talented Students summer program. “I felt
more welcome at UT than at other places,” says
Taylor. “I felt that the people at UT wanted to
invest in me and help me grow as a person.”

WAYNE TAYLOR ’16

• Accounting major
• Global Leadership Scholar,
Haslam College of Business

This is my story

At UT, Taylor earned a spot in the Global
Leadership Scholars program. Funded by a group
of dedicated donors, GLS picks some twenty-five
students each year to take part in honors classes,
seminars in leadership training, international
experiences, and extracurricular activities. They
also have the opportunity to work with honors
faculty to develop the skills they need to become
future international business leaders. “The GLS
students are my best friends. We learn together
all the time. We have really small classes. It was
the best decision I’ve made since deciding to
come to UT.”
For his international experience, Taylor worked
for Citibank in London. “You work with people
from all cultures—I worked with clients from
Germany, Spain, and Serbia. You realize you
have to know the person and background, and
communication is vital. You have to be concise
and to the point.”
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essica Pendleton came from
Huntland, Tennessee, to the
Chancellor’s Honors Program.
A marketing major with a
concentration in supply chain management
and a minor in Hispanic studies, she
was a clarinet player in the Pride of the
Southland Band.
Among many other activities and a
challenging course load, the band
was a constant. “It was a huge time
commitment,” says Pendleton. “Eight
hours a week during the season.”
Because alumni and other donors have
generously supported the band during
the Big Orange Give over the past two
years, band members this year received
scholarships of $100 for each year of
service. As a fourth-year band member,
Pendleton was awarded $400. “I was
grateful,” she says. “It’s something that
says thank you for your contribution.”
After graduating in May, Pendleton started
as a transportation management trainee
for BNSF Railway, which is headquartered
in Dayton, Texas.
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JESSICA PENDLETON ’15
• Marketing major
• Chancellor’s Honors Program
• Pride of the Southland Band

This is my story
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avid Mandrus uses the
experimental tools of materials
synthesis and crystal growth to
address cutting-edge issues in
materials physics.
In October 2014, Mandrus was named the
first Jay and Kay Henry Endowed Professor
in the Department of Materials Science
and Engineering because of his research,
teaching, and publication record.
“This is a special honor for me,” said
Mandrus. “It helps bring an increased focus
on our department and our college. It will
have an impact not only on my research but
also on the visibility of other things going
on in materials science and it will help show
how special our department is.”

DAVID MANDRUS

• Jerry and Kay Henry Endowed
Professor
• Joint professor with ORNL

This is my story

Mandrus was also recently awarded,
along with eleven other materialssynthesis experts, a Gordon and Betty
Moore Foundation grant. As part of the
Moore Materials Synthesis Investigators
program, these scientists use a variety of
synthesis approaches, including thin-film
and crystal growth, and their combined
expertise covers many classes of quantum
materials.
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oon after Jessica Puckett began
attending UT in 2005, her father died,
her mother lost her job, and Puckett
had to withdraw from school. “I
started a technical support job and eventually
worked my way into becoming a licensed
insurance agent, which is what I do now.”
Puckett never gave up her dream of earning
her degree, and, finally, in 2014 the time was
right to return to UT. She knew the challenges
she would face as a nontraditional working
student. What she didn’t count on, however,
was the assistance of Karen Maier, the retired
vice president of marketing for Frisch’s Big
Boy Restaurants, who established the Karen
Maier Scholarship to support a nontraditional
student working toward a degree in the
College of Communication and Information.
“I have had the fortunate experience of
seeing life from several points of view. Ms.
Maier’s gift has given me more than just an
opportunity or a discount on my tuition. It
has given me a renewed sense of possibility
and hopefulness,” says Puckett, who will
graduate in December 2015 with a double
major in communication studies and
political science.
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JESSICA PUCKETT ’15

• Double major
• Recipient of the Karen Maier
Scholarship

This is my story
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ast summer Juan Quevedo, a third-year
law student, worked as an unpaid intern
for the federal defender’s office in
San Diego, California. This experience
was made possible thanks to the Tennessee
Association for Public Interest Law (TAPIL) and
Kolwyck Equal Access to Justice fellowships.

JUAN QUEVEDO ’16

• Third-year law student
• Recipient of the TAPIL and
Kolwyck fellowships

This is my story

Growing up, Queveda experienced the importance
of equal justice firsthand. His family moved from
Mexico to Los Angeles when he was five. His
mother faced the challenge of raising six children
on her own with no legal status. As a ninthgrader, Queveda got help from the Center for
Human Rights and Constitutional Law to get work
authorization permits for his family. Still working
toward getting a green card, he excelled in high
school, ran cross country for a community college,
and worked his way through California State
University, Northridge.
Queveda chose UT’s College of Law after
conversations with Brad Morgan (’05), coordinator
of UT Pro Bono—a community service organization
within the college. He met the San Diego federal
defender at the Equal Justice Works Conference
in Washington, DC. That encounter led to the
summer internship, which will help Queveda
toward his career goal of “providing legal
assistance to those who need it most.”
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or the past four years, the UT Humanities
Center has awarded yearlong fellowships
to six faculty and four advanced PhD
students to further their research.

“These fellowships are very competitive and
represent some of the finest scholarship being
done today,” says Thomas Heffernan, Director
of the Humanities Center. “All fellowship
applications are rigorously reviewed by a team
of renowned scholars. We only consider those
applications which show that the candidate has
also applied for nationally distinguished awards.
This allows us to promote our faculty’s research
on a nationwide stage.”
Anne-Hélène Miller, assistant professor of French
and Francophone studies at UT, has received
a fellowship from the Humanities Center to
work on her latest book, The Literary Status of
French and Cultural Boundaries in the Fourteenth
Century. “This fellowship offers me the
opportunity to work quietly in an environment
that also fosters dialogue across disciplines,”
she says. “My research is not restricted to French
or medieval but is rather interdisciplinary and
informed by contemporary critical theory. I feel
honored and privileged to be a fellow at the
Tennessee Humanities Center.”
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ANNE-HÉLÈNE MILLER

• Assistant professor of French

TOM HEFFERNAN

• Humanities Center director

This is our story
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ast year, the Culinary Institute, housed
in the Department of Retail, Hospitality,
and Tourism Management, posted a
project on VOLstarter.utk.edu, UT’s
new crowdfunding website, to raise money
to revamp a new workspace in the culinary
section of the UT Visitors Center. “New stainless
steel tables and shelves have contributed to a
functional space where students can work and
learn,” says Savannah Johnson, who graduated
in May with a major in hotel, restaurant, and
tourism management and a minor in business
administration and retail and consumer sciences.
“The Hospitality and Culinary programs both use
this space a great deal. By creating more room for
individual work, VOLstarter led us to more efficient
education. It certainly helped me when I managed
a lunch and garden party for UT President DiPietro.”
Johnson is beginning her career in event
management and catering in the prestigious
Blackberry Farm organization as a headwaiter at the
Barn. “I’m working my way up the chain,” she says.

SAVANNAH JOHNSON ’15
• Hotel, Restaurant, and Tourism
Management major
• VOLstarter participant

This is my story
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“I believe an employee’s success in the hospitality
industry depends heavily on experience and a
diverse knowledge of problem-solving skills,
and the Culinary Institute provides us with
those things.”
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DONOR IMPACT AT A GLANCE.
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$235 MILLION

FOR UNDERGRADUATE

ATHLETICS
$59 MILLION
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WERE
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OTHER
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YOU MADE HISTORY.
Because you wanted to make a difference in the lives of current and future students, UT received
the most philanthropic dollars in school history—$235 million. This success doesn’t lie with one
individual, but with more than 39,000 individuals who display pride and passion for UT year after
year.
Without a doubt you are the driving force behind our journey to become a Top 25 public research
university, and we will continue to make transformational progress with your support and loyalty.
Your contributions enable us to retain
the best faculty to teach our students.
Our faculty are engaging in cutting-edge
research, our students are gaining realworld experience, and UT’s reputation is
growing both nationally and internationally.
You are impacting countless numbers of
students every day with your support.
I hope you enjoy reading about a few of the
lives you touched this year. Thank you for
your generosity. You are celebrated each
and every day at UT.
Thank you,

Scott Rabenold
Vice Chancellor for Development & Alumni Affairs
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